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1.

Introduction

The Shoreline Management Act (SMA) Guidelines under Washington Administrative Code (WAC)
173-26-186(8)(d) state that, “To ensure no net loss of ecological functions and protection of other
shoreline functions and/or uses, master programs shall contain policies, programs, and regulations
that address adverse cumulative impacts and fairly allocate the burden of addressing cumulative
impacts among development opportunities.” Cumulative impacts are not specifically defined in the
SMA; however, they generally describe the impact of an action or project in conjunction with other
similar, reasonable foreseeable actions.
This Cumulative Impacts Analysis is intended to develop a model of cumulative impacts on
shoreline ecological functions within the City of Asotin (Asotin). The intent of this analysis is to
ensure that shoreline environmental designations and proposed Shoreline Master Plan (SMP)
regulations will be protective of shoreline functions even when considering incremental actions
that cumulatively have the potential to negatively impact those functions. Per the SMA Guidelines,
the evaluation of such cumulative impacts should consider:
(i) Current circumstances affecting the shorelines and relevant natural processes;
(ii) Reasonably foreseeable future development and use of the shoreline; and
(iii) Beneficial effects of any established regulatory programs under other local, state, and
federal laws.
Findings of this model may result in modifications to the draft SMP regulations if it is determined
that cumulative impacts could result in a net loss of shoreline ecological functions over time. If such
changes are made to the SMP regulations as a result of this report, a brief addendum will be
prepared for this report that documents those changes and updates the model results accordingly.
The results of this analysis are based on a variety of inputs filtered through the draft environmental
designations and their applicable level of land use restrictions. The inputs include anticipated
growth, development estimates, and existing shoreline functions with particular emphasis on those
that are most at risk. These factors are then analyzed in consideration of the proposed protections
in the updated SMP, other regulatory protections, and estimates of non-regulatory shoreline
restoration.

2.

Current Circumstances Affecting Shoreline Function

2.1

Natural Processes and Shoreline Functions

As described in the Shoreline Inventory and Characterization Report (URS 2014), the shoreline
zone within Asotin provides several ecological functions that the SMA seeks to protect. Influenced
by watershed processes, such as erosion and deposition, the hydrologic cycle, and nutrient
transport and uptake, these functions provide ecological services that are less available or
ecologically significant outside of the shoreline zone. Shoreline functions are often separated into
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three general functional categories for ease of assessment and description. These functional
categories include habitat functions, water quantity (hydraulic) functions, and water quality
functions. Table 1 provides an overview of commonly assessed shoreline functions provided by the
Snake River and Asotin Creek (including associated wetlands).
Table 1. Summary of Local Shoreline Ecological Functions
Habitat Functions










2.2

Aquatic habitat for
invertebrates, native fish,
and amphibians
Terrestrial (riparian)
habitat for mammals,
birds, invertebrates
Support for native
biodiversity
Production of organic
material
Creation of conditions
for breeding and
nesting/rearing
Food production

Hydrologic Functions







Flow attenuation/
regulation
Water storage
Base flow support
Transport of water and
materials, including
wood
Creation and
maintenance of instream habitat
complexity (pools,
riffles, gravel bars, etc.)

Water Quality Functions







Nutrient cycling
Sediment filtering and
stabilization
Cover for contaminated
aquatic sediment
Shade/thermoregulation
Aquifer recharge
Toxicant removal

External Processes Affecting Shorelines

There are several processes affecting shoreline ecological functions within Asotin that are beyond the City’s
ability to control. Habitat functions are affected by the spread of invasive weeds along the shoreline zone by
wind, foot traffic, water flow, animal droppings, and other means. Aquatic habitat and sedimentation are
affected by downstream hydroelectric facilities, which control flows and sediment transport within the Snake
River along the town’s river frontage. During periods of low flow, temperatures rise and dissolved oxygen,
which fish require, decreases. Water quality is affected by upstream agricultural runoff, erosion, and high
water temperatures. Additionally, much of the Snake River frontage in town is currently under federal
ownership and managed by the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps). Because the Snake River frontage in
town is under federal ownership, shoreline management of federal lands is beyond the City's jurisdiction,
excluding areas of federal land leased and managed by the City.

2.3

Internal Factors Affecting Shorelines

Within the City, several land use activities and natural processes affect shoreline ecological
functions. Unlike the external processes listed in Section 2.2, many of these land use activities and
processes can be controlled by Asotin through a combination of regulations and land management
activities.
Within Asotin, shoreline habitat, water quality, and hydrologic functions are affected by private and
public land uses (primarily municipal water treatment, stormwater management, and residential
2
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landscaping). Riparian habitats are affected by past land fill and clearing associated with Corps
flood hazard reduction efforts. Riparian areas are also affected by recreational uses, including foot
and automobile traffic, fire, and litter.
Water quality within Asotin is largely affected by external processes but degradation can be
exacerbated by erosion from concentrated surface runoff, contamination from localized discharge
of untreated stormwater, motorboat pollution, and general aquifer contamination throughout
Asotin. Erosion from runoff into the river and creek also affects water quality and aquatic habitat.
Too much runoff can result in turbid water, which is harmful for fish.
Water quantity within the river and creek is primarily affected by external factors but impervious
development has the potential to increase “flashy” flows and decrease summer base flows through
rapid discharge of stormwater that would otherwise infiltrate and recharge the aquifer over a
longer period.

2.4

Summary of Ecological Functions at Risk

Much of Asotin’s shoreline jurisdiction along the Snake River is managed by the Corps as part of its
Snake River Hydroelectric Project and associated Lower Granite Master Plan. As a result, river
shoreline functions are largely protected from development within Asotin’s Snake River frontage,
relative to other cities. However, the City is seeking opportunities to recover land from the Corps in
order to regain its riverfront tax base. As such, the City has decided to consider future development
on lands currently owned by the Corps in this cumulative impacts analysis. If Asotin is successful at
reclaiming federal lands from the Corps, the City would likely see several new low-density
residential developments along the upper Snake River shoreline. Such developments have the
potential to degrade fish and wildlife habitat functions by introducing additional light, noise, and
physical disturbance within a current wildlife migration area and stormwater runoff into the Snake
River.
Additionally, recreational uses, which are encouraged by the SMA, are common along the Snake
River, which is easily accessed via Chief Looking Glass Park, public river frontage, a boat ramp, a
natural area with hiking trails, and Asotin City Park. Recreational uses, including planned marina
improvements, have the potential to degrade shoreline functions by increasing noise and human
presence within riparian and aquatic habitats, trampling vegetation, releasing small amounts of
pollutants (e.g., motor oil) into the water, and introducing litter and weeds. Table 2 below provides
a list of potential impairments to shoreline ecological functions based on existing conditions within
Asotin and reasonably foreseeable future shoreline land uses.
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Table 2. Summary of Potential Impairments to Shoreline Ecological Functions







Habitat Functions
Loss of riparian cover from
development and recreation
Degraded habitat functions
from spread of noxious weeds
Degraded fish habitat due to
turbidity from erosion and
ongoing dredging
Degraded aquatic habitat due
to untreated stormwater
runoff
Degraded wildlife habitat due
to edge effects (noise, light,
human/pet presence) from
new development

3.

Water Quantity Functions
 Increased short-term flow
velocity after rain events
due to increased
impervious area/runoff
 Lower summer base flow
support due to lack of
infiltration associated with
new impervious
development
 Increased flood hazards
with new shoreline
residential and
recreational developments

Water Quality Functions
 Increased turbidity due
to erosion from foot
traffic, construction
 Degraded water quality
due to increased
contamination/nutrient
loading from vehicles,
boats, lawn chemicals,
pet waste, etc.
 Warmer water
temperatures due to loss
of riparian cover

Estimate of Future Shoreline Developments and Uses

This section discusses the estimated developments and other uses that are reasonably expected
within the shoreline zone over a 20-year period.

3.1

Review of Past and Current Shoreline Developments
3.1.1 Past Shoreline Uses

In an effort to understand past shoreline impacts for the purpose of determining cumulative
impacts of shoreline development, the preceding decade of Asotin’s shoreline permit history was
reviewed. Over the prior 10 years, only one shoreline permit was issued. It was a shoreline
substantial development permit issued for a utility project in 2012. This indicates very little
permitted development within the shoreline zone as a baseline. However, Asotin has a unique
shoreline history. The bulk of the Snake River and lower Asotin Creek shoreline jurisdiction (77
percent) is kept as open space through the Corps’ land management practices associated with the
Lower Granite Master Plan (Corps 1974). Prior to this, the shoreline was largely developed for
residential uses and the existing harbor at Chief Looking Glass Park provided a thriving marina that
was popular for jet boat rentals, which brought tourism to the City.

3.1.2 Current Shoreline Uses
Within Asotin, there are approximately 177 acres under the jurisdiction of the SMA. Per Table 3,
below, the majority of the shoreline zone is held in Corps ownership and is generally managed for
open space and recreational uses. Non-federal ownership is primarily associated with residential
land uses. Only a small percentage of shore lands are used for commercial purposes.
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Table 3. Summary of Zoning Categories within SMP Jurisdiction
Zoning Category

Code

Acres

Percentage

Suburban Residential
Low Intensity Residential
High Intensity Residential
Low Intensity Commercial
High Intensity Commercial
Federal Lands (Corps)
TOTAL

R-1
R-2
R-3
C-1
C-2
N/A

21.68
5.49
7.82
1.03
4.06
137.14
177.22

12.2
3.1
4.4
0.6
2.3
77.4
100

The Snake River currently receives some in-water recreational use associated with motor boats and
non-motorized boats, rafts, and kayaks. Due to an abundance of public park land and access
provided by the Corps lands and parking at Chief Looking Glass Park, the shorelines are readily
accessible to the public. Use of the marina at Chief Looking Glass Park has dwindled since
construction of the Lower Granite Dam due to sedimentation that has effectively isolated the
marina from the River and the procedural difficulty and costs associated with dredging those
sediments. Public use of Asotin Creek’s shorelines is limited to the Asotin City Park, municipal
stormwater treatment, and public road right-of-way, including three bridges that cross the creek in
town. The remainder is primarily residential property, with a small area of commercial property.

3.2

Expectations of Growth

Based on the City of Asotin Comprehensive Plan’s Parks and Recreation Element (2014), the 10year population estimate for Asotin, performed by the Washington Office of Financial Management,
is 1,347 residents (a 7 percent growth over 10 years). This is similar to the U.S. Census Bureau data,
which estimates that Asotin County population will rise from 23,241 in 2015 to 25,341 in 2025, a
10-year increase of approximately 8 percent (U.S. Census Bureau 2010).

3.3

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Developments and Land Uses

Population estimates help envision growth in the area but they are not the best way to understand
foreseeable future developments and land uses in Asotin’s shoreline management area. The current
federal management of shoreline areas as open space explains the sparse recent history of
shoreline development permits in Asotin. But the City is working to have these lands deeded back
to Asotin’s jurisdiction. Asotin recently applied through the Water Resources Reform and
Development Act to regain ownership of the property leased from the Corps, which includes the
Chief Looking Glass Park and Marina. As such, it is assumed that there will be a substantial increase
in recreational use at the marina over the following decade. This change in shoreline ownership
would also allow for large areas of new shoreline development, as envisioned in the proposed
shoreline environmental designations (see Figure 1, below).
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Planning to allow for shoreline development is not a change from the current SMP for Asotin
County, which identifies most of Asotin’s shorelines as “Urban,” a shoreline designation intended to
“ensure optimum utilization of shorelines which are either presently urbanized or planned for
urbanization” (Asotin County 1994). However, as opposed to the former shoreline planning period,
City ownership, and thus redevelopment, seems likely based on recent congressional progress in
the process of land ownership transfer and federal de-authorization of the shoreline.
The return of land ownership back to Asotin’s citizens is expected to allow for new recreational and
residential developments, which include dredging and development of the marina at Chief Looking
Glass Park and improvements to the existing boat launch at the east end of town. Both of these
areas are currently envisioned as “High Intensity” shoreline environmental designations. In
addition, areas that were historically residential, but were cleared in association with the Corps’
flood management planning, would be open to residential redevelopment along the Snake River
shoreline in what is currently open space (albeit containing fragments of the former
developments). In short, it is reasonably foreseeable that the City achieves its vision of restoring
past shoreline uses that were removed in the 1970s for federal flood management.

4.

Summary of Mitigating Regulations and Other Activities

4.1

Protective Provisions of Proposed SMP

Based upon the estimates of future land uses and developments described in Section 3 above,
future growth has the potential to result in losses of ecological shoreline functions due to
incremental actions over time. This section describes regulations that would limit such losses
through local, state, and federal regulations. The general allowances and prohibitions associated
with each Shoreline Environmental Designation (SED) are described in Section 4.1.1. Other
shoreline regulations that further protect shoreline environmental functions are described in
Sections 4.1.2 through 4.1.7. Following this, Section 4.2 describes other state and federal regulatory
programs that function to protect shoreline ecological functions. Lastly, Section 4.3 describes other
activities that are expected to enhance shoreline ecological functions and, as such, should be
considered together with potentially detrimental anticipated development and recreation effects to
assess the potential for a net loss or gain of shoreline ecological functions.

4.1.1 Shoreline Environmental Designations
The SMP currently includes five SEDs. Based on data gathered during the shoreline inventory,
shoreline areas with similar characteristics are assigned a common SED that reflects unique land
management goals and policies that are appropriate for the area. The SED is used during the
shoreline planning review process as a zoning overlay, which provides additional land use approval
considerations above those associated with the underlying zoning category.
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Figure 1. Proposed Shoreline Environmental Designations

The five SED categories are Aquatic, Natural, Urban Conservancy, Residential, and Public
Recreation. The Aquatic SED applies to portions of the Snake River below the ordinary high water
mark. The Natural designation applies to an area set aside by the Corps for wildlife mitigation
associated with their management of the Snake River Hydroelectric Project. The Aquatic and
Natural designations allow for the least amount of habitat alteration and generally focus on
preservation and management of existing riparian and aquatic habitat.
Most of the Asotin Creek shoreline is designated as Urban Conservancy, including existing
residential properties, commercial properties, and park lands. In addition, undeveloped lands
currently managed by the Corps east of Jefferson Street are designated as Urban Conservancy in
order to allow for some future development at the outer limits of the shoreline jurisdiction. This
designation allows for conservation of near-shore habitat while allowing limited residential,
commercial, or mixed-use development within the outer portion of the SMP jurisdiction. In the
7
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event that the City is successful at regaining land from the Corps, this designation will allow for
limited, new residential development along the Snake River, east of Jefferson Street. The Residential
designation applies to portions of Snake River frontage that already contain existing residential
development between Madison Street and Jefferson Street.
Table 4, below, analyzes shoreline uses by SED, to determine whether they would be allowed
outright through an exemption, allowed with a shoreline substantial development application,
potentially allowed as a conditional use, or outright prohibited.

Urban
Conservancy

Natural

Shoreline
Residential

Shoreline Development with Potential to Degrade
Shoreline Ecological Functions

Public Recreation

Aquatic

Table 4. Shoreline Development Allowances by Environmental Designation

Permit Key: SD = Substantial Development
permit required; CU = Conditional Use permit
required; X = Prohibited and not eligible for
Variance or Conditional Use permit; N/A = Not
Applicable; E = Written Statement of
Exemption required.

Shoreline Stabilization (Armoring)
New structure for new development or for land subdivision
Enlarged structure for new development or for land
subdivision
New structure for protection of existing structures
Enlarged structure for protection of existing structures
New or enlarged structure to protect projects for the
restoration of ecological functions or hazardous substance
remediation projects
Replace existing shoreline stabilization structures

X

SD or E

CU

SD or
E

SD or E

X

SD

CU

SD

SD

X
X

SD
SD

SD
SD

SD
SD

SD
SD

X

SD

SD

SD

SD

X

SD or E

SD or E

SD or
E

SD or E

X

X

X

X

SD or E

SD or E

X

SD

CU

Docks
Single family residential dock
New dock essential to the successful operation of a
permitted water-dependent use
New dock for public access

SD or E

SD

SD
SD or
E
SD

SD

X

X

X

X

CU

X

X

X

X

N/A
CU

SD(1)
SD(1)

SD(1)
SD(1)

SD(1)
SD(1)

SD(1)
SD(1)

SD

Fill
Waterward of the ordinary high water mark
Waterward of the ordinary high water mark for ecological
restoration
Landward of the ordinary high water mark
As part of Shoreline Habitat and Natural Systems
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Enhancement Projects

Dredging
For the primary purpose of obtaining fill material
For activities associated with shoreline or aquatic
restoration or remediation
For activities associated with removal of runoff debris
Disposal of dredge material

X

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SD

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SD
X

N/A
X

N/A
X

N/A
X

N/A
X

SD or E

SD or E

SD or E

SD

SD

SD

SD or
E
SD

X
X
X

SD
SD
SD

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

N/A

X

X

X

X

SD
SD
N/A

SD
SD
SD

CU
CU
CU

SD
SD
SD

SD
SD
SD

SD
SD
N/A

X
X
X

SD
SD
SD

SD
SD
SD

SD
SD
SD

X

X

X

X

X

SD
X
X
X

SD
SD
SD
CU

SD
SD
SD
CU

SD
SD
SD
CU

SD
SD
SD
CU

Single-family residences

N/A

CU(2)

CU(2)

Two-family residences
Multi-family residences (3 or more dwelling units)
Accessory dwelling units
Detached accessory structures
Group living

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

CU(2)
CU(2)
X
SD(2)
CU(2)

CU(2)
CU(2)
CU(2)
SD(2)
CU(2)

SD or
E(2)
SD(2)
CU(2)
CU(2)
SD(2)
CU(2)

SD or
E(2)
SD(2)
CU(2)
CU(2)
SD(2)
CU(2)

N/A

CU

CU

CU

CU

N/A

SD or
E(3)

SD or
E(3)

SD or
E(3)

SD or
E(3)

N/A

CU(2)

X

X

X

Shoreline Habitat and Natural Systems Enhancement Projects
Shoreline habitat and natural systems enhancement projects
Removal of vegetation within Native Conservation Area

SD or E
SD

Boating Facilities
Marinas
Launch ramps for small non-motorized watercraft
Launch ramps for motorized watercraft

Forest Practices
Forest Practices

Industrial Development
Water-dependent institutional uses
Water-related institutional uses
Non-water oriented institutional uses

Institutional
Water-dependent institutional uses
Water-related institutional uses
Non-water oriented institutional uses

Mining
Mining

Recreational Development
Water-dependent recreation
Water-related recreation
Water-enjoyment recreation
Non-water oriented recreation

Residential Development

Subdivisions
All subdivisions including binding site plans

Signs
On premise business signs

Parking
Commercial parking or parking facility as primary use
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Parking, accessory to a permitted use

N/A

SD

SD (2)

SD(2)

SD(2)

N/A

X

X

X

X

N/A

SD

SD

SD

SD

N/A

SD

SD

SD

SD

N/A

SD

SD

SD

SD

N/A
N/A

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Transportation
New arterial streets
New local access streets or street expansions serving
permitted shoreline uses
Pedestrian and bicycle linkages to existing or planned
transportation networks
Maintenance roads accessory to a permitted use

Railroads and Rail Corridors
New rail lines
Expansion of existing rail lines
NOTES:
(1) Must be outside of the Native Conservation Area.
(2) No structure will encroach into the Native Conservation Area.
(3) Size and location follows local zoning regulations.

4.1.2 Development Setbacks
Development setbacks define and protect the Native Conservation Areas (NCAs) by limiting
development and use within a reasonable distance from the water edge and associated sensitive
shoreline habitats, ensuring no further degradation of the existing shoreline environment. The
following development setbacks recognize the existing condition of the shoreline, per the Inventory
& Analysis Report (URS 2014). Where existing shoreline habitats are relatively degraded or
proposed for improved public access (e.g., park lands), the development setbacks are reduced.
Conservation, Residential, and Natural shoreline designations have increased setbacks to promote
conservation near the water’s edge and development at the outer edge of the shoreline zone.
Table 5. Draft Development Setbacks by Environmental Designation
Environmental Designation
Aquatic
Public Recreation
Natural
Shoreline Residential
Urban Conservancy
1)

Development Setback
(NCA)
N/A
50’ Shoreward from OHWM
100’ Shoreward from OHWM
80’ Shoreward from OHWM (1)
80’ Shoreward from OHWM (1)

Mitigation required for any development within the NCA.

4.1.3 Bulk Density and Dimensional Standards
The following table describes maximum building heights and developed areas allowed within
parcels for each of the six Asotin zoning categories that are located within the shoreline zone and
are associated with development.
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Table 6. Draft Bulk Standards
Bulk Standard
Density
Maximum
Building Height
Maximum Parcel
Coverage

R1 Zone
4-5
DU/Acre

R1A Zone
1-5
DU/Acre

R2 Zone
6-7
DU/Acre

R3 Zone
6-7
DU/Acre

C1 Zone

C2 Zone

N/A

N/A

35’

35’

25’

35’

35’

35’

80%

20%

40%

50%

80%

None

4.1.4 Shoreline Vegetation Conservation Measures
The loss of riparian cover from development and recreation is a threat to shoreline habitat
functions (URS 2014). Shoreline vegetation plays a number of functional roles by providing bank
stability, habitat and wildlife corridors, shade and cover, and wood and organic debris recruitment.
Vegetation conservation measures ensure that vegetation within the shoreline jurisdiction is
protected and/or restored when damaged or removed by development activities. Vegetation
conservation also improves the aesthetic qualities of the shoreline.
As detailed in WAC 173-26-221(5)(b), the SMP must include planning provisions that address
vegetation conservation and restoration and regulatory provisions that address conservation of
vegetation, as necessary, to assure no net loss of shoreline ecological functions. The current Asotin
SMP (April 22, 2015) contains vegetation management policies and regulations under
Section18.23.210. The proposed SMP regulates most vegetation removal within NCAs. The
proposed SMP does not regulate tree or shrub removals outside of the NCA. Vegetation removal
within NCAs for view corridors is allowed with a written Statement of Exemption; however, this
requires a mitigation and management plan to minimize loss of shoreline ecological functions, and
no trees >6 inches in diameter at breast height can be removed or topped. Otherwise, trees must be
retained within NCAs to the extent practicable, with the exception of hazard and diseased trees.
Barring hazard and diseased trees, any tree removed within the NCA must be replaced at a two-forone replacement ratio. The required minimum size of the replacement tree(s) must be 5 feet tall for
a conifer and 1¾-inch caliper for deciduous or broad-leaf evergreen trees. Tree replacements must
be shown on a planting plan submitted to the City for review.
Pruning and thinning for view maintenance on public and private lands are subject to conditions to
ensure that pruning activities are conducted in a way that ensures the continued health and vigor of
shoreline vegetation.
Adherence with the Shoreline Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO) regarding the application of
pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers, or other chemicals is required for all vegetation removal activities.

4.1.5 Shoreline Stabilization Restrictions
Bulkheads and other hard shoreline stabilization structures can disrupt natural shoreline processes
and destroy shoreline habitats. The proposed SMP encourages the use of nonstructural methods
11
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(e.g., building setbacks, relocation of the threatened structure, soil bioengineering with vegetation,
groundwater management, and planning and regulatory measures to avoid the need for structural
stabilization) instead of shoreline hardening measures. Most new or enlarged shoreline structural
stabilization methods require a Shoreline Substantial Development (SD) Permit. However, new
stabilization structures associated with new development are noted in the SMP as either SD or
allowed with a Statement of Exemption. The appropriate permit track in this case is determined on
a case-by-case basis per the specific provisions of 18.21.300 (Permit and Review Procedures). In
any case, all new or enlarged shoreline stabilization structures would be allowed/permitted only
under the following conditions:






A geotechnical analysis provides evidence that a new structure is needed, or an existing
primary structure is in danger of failure, and that a new structure or enlargement is
necessary to protect developments.
Nonstructural measures are not feasible or not sufficient.
There will be no net loss of shoreline ecological functions or impacts to downstream
properties.
Restoration measures are included in the proposal.
All temporarily disturbed shoreline areas are restored to pre-project condition and
replanted with appropriate vegetation.

The SMP also includes provisions allowing for repair, maintenance, and replacement of existing
shoreline stabilization structures, so long as the location and footprint of the replacement structure
remain similar.
The SMP has specific policies and regulations for bulkheads and revetments. Existing revetments
are common along Asotin Creek to protect adjacent residential properties. Proposed regulations
include design criteria to ensure that new revetments are stable and also that designs consider the
inclusion of fish habitat components.

4.1.6 Mitigation Sequencing
Typically, impacts to sensitive shoreline ecological functions can be reduced by requiring that
applicants demonstrate mitigation sequencing. Mitigation sequencing is a process wherein
applicants demonstrate that all reasonable efforts to avoid and minimize impacts to sensitive
resources and associated ecological functions have been examined prior to proceeding with
mitigation (compensation for lost habitat area and functionality). Under mitigation sequencing,
preference is given to opportunities for avoidance of a sensitive habitat alteration, followed by
efforts to minimize the effects of such alteration, and, lastly, mitigation for unavoidable degradation.
Mitigation for unavoidable impacts to sensitive shoreline areas typically includes shoreline
restoration measures such as native plantings or other wildlife habitat amendments.
While the proposed SMP does not include a specific avoidance and minimization standard for
shoreline use reviews, avoidance of sensitive areas is frequently noted throughout the SMP,
particularly in terms of vegetation removal and uses or developments within NCAs and
environmentally sensitive areas (e.g., critical areas). Note that the Asotin Critical Areas Ordinance
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(CAO) is adopted into the proposed SMP. As such, mitigation sequencing standards would apply to
critical areas, per AMC 18.18.230.

4.1.7 Shoreline Critical Areas Regulations
The City has opted to incorporate its existing critical areas ordinance (AMC 18.18) into its SMP. The
City’s existing CAO was adopted in 2007, and it includes regulations for the protection and
conservation of wetlands, critical aquifer recharge areas, and frequently flooded areas. The CAO
provides regulations for development within critical areas. Development is generally restricted
from occurring within a critical area without a site-specific analysis of potential impacts to the
critical area, demonstrated mitigation sequencing, and adequate mitigation. All use, modification,
or development proposed within the shoreline jurisdiction must comply with the CAO.
The SMP contains additional clarifying policies and regulations, including reference to wetland
delineation and rating documents that update the existing 2007 CAO.

4.2

State and Federal Regulatory Protections

Federal and state regulations also provide mechanisms that aim to avoid adverse impacts to
shoreline ecological functions. In addition to local regulations, several state and federal agencies
have regulatory authority over resources within Asotin’s shoreline jurisdiction. These regulations
help manage potential cumulative impacts to shorelines. The following state and federal
regulations may apply to activities and uses within Asotin’s shoreline jurisdiction to avoid impacts.


Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit: Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act regulates
the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States. The Corps is
responsible for authorizing fill activities.



Clean Water Act Section 401 Permit: Applicants receiving a Section 404 permit from the
Corps are required to obtain a Section 401 (Water Quality Certification) permit from the
Washington State Department of Ecology. Water quality certification helps protect water
quality by providing the state with the opportunity to evaluate aquatic impacts from
federally permitted projects.



Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA): All projects with the potential to directly or
indirectly affect species listed as threatened or endangered under the ESA are subject to the
review of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Fisheries.



National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP): The Flood Insurance and Mitigation
Administration administers NFIP, which provides flood insurance, floodplain management,
and flood hazard mapping. Participants in the NFIP adopt and enforce floodplain
management ordinances to reduce future flood damage.



State Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA): Any work that will use, divert, obstruct, or change
the natural flow or bed of any of the salt or fresh waters of the state requires a HPA permit
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from the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife. Project applicants must show
that construction will not adversely affect fish, shellfish, and their habitats.


4.3

Washington State Water Pollution Control Act (WPCA): The WPCA prohibits the discharge
of pollutants into any water of the state. Any discharge of pollutants from point sources to
surface waters of the state requires a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit from Ecology.

Other Activities that May Protect or Restore Shoreline Functions

As noted in Table 6, opportunities for the restoration of shoreline ecological functions have been
identified at various locations throughout Asotin’s SMP jurisdiction. These restoration
opportunities are described generally in the Asotin Shoreline Inventory and Characterization
Report (URS 2014) and will be further detailed in the pending Shoreline Restoration Plan.
Implementation of these restoration projects is coordinated through Asotin but is dependent upon
volunteer interest or mitigation obligations associated with shoreline permits. Local environmental
advocacy groups periodically work on tree planting and weed removal activities in conjunction
with the Corps’ wildlife mitigation/bird sanctuary area at the east end of town. Based on this,
ongoing volunteer shoreline restoration activities are reasonably foreseeable.
Future developments requiring a Substantial Shoreline Development Permit are likely to require
mitigation if they involve habitat impacts that cannot be avoided. These mitigation activities have
the potential to improve net ecological functions when they successfully enhance and restore
shoreline functions that surpass those lost by the alteration.
Other activities that are likely to protect or restore shoreline functions include ongoing weed
management activities carried out by the Corps and Asotin as part of their routine parks and open
space maintenance, which includes areas along the Snake River. Also, ongoing metals cleanup
projects and septic improvements upstream of the city will improve water quality functions.

5.

Findings and Recommendations

5.1

Findings by Shoreline Environmental Designation

While the cumulative impact of certain development activities, such as new residential
developments and associated shoreline access, in portions of the Shoreline Residential SED may
cause a minor decrease in shoreline ecological functions over the planning period (estimated at 20
years), those losses are expected to be relatively small in area and limited to a small portion of
Asotin’s shoreline jurisdiction where coordinated development was deemed appropriate based
upon the Shoreline Inventory and Characterization Report (URS 2014). In contrast, the majority of
the SMP jurisdiction is made up by the Urban Conservancy SED, which appears likely to achieve a
net increase in shoreline functions over the planning period as a result of public interest in
volunteering for shoreline restoration projects, availability of shoreline restoration opportunities,
and anticipated mitigation activities associated with likely shoreline developments. As a result, the
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overall, or net, status of shoreline ecological functions is expected to remain at its current state
within Asotin.
As noted in Table 6, where minor decreases are possible within a SED, recommendations for
minimizing functional losses are provided that may help achieve no change over the planning
period. It should be noted that some of the factors that may degrade shoreline ecological factors are
largely beyond the scope of the SMP, including managed flows on the river and increased
recreational use of the State Parks.
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Table 6. Findings
Water

Environmental
Designation

Existing Conditions/
Functions Provided/
Ecological Rating
Native riparian forest
aquatic habitat (Asotin
Slough), and open
space/

Snake
River

Natural

Habitat for terrestrial
wildlife, shade; bank
stabilization; native
biodiversity; woody
material provision,
side channel fish
refuge/
Ecological Rating:
Fair-Good.

Snake
River

Public
Recreation

Expected Growth/
Impacts
No growth
expected; area
federally managed
for conservation/
Minor increases in
recreational use
impacts likely
relative to
anticipated
population and
recreation growth.

Existing sports
facilities, marina,
trails, and natural
riparian areas/

Marina dredging,
increased waterdependent uses/

Native riparian forest
habitat for terrestrial
wildlife, shade; bank
stabilization; native
biodiversity; woody
material provision,
recreation/

Soil and water
disturbance from
marina
improvements. Less
vehicle traffic
associated with boat
launches once
marina is improved.

Ecological Rating:
Fair-Good.

Effect of SMP &
Other Regulations
Industrial, residential,
and institutional uses
allowed with
Conditional Use
Permit.
Docks allowed with
substantial
development permit
or exemption.
Requires largest
proposed setback
(100 feet) from river.

50-foot setback will
allow conservation of
vegetation nearest to
the shoreline. Marina
development will
require a substantial
development permit.
Mitigation
requirements will
apply to vegetation
impacts within NCA.
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Expected
Ecological
Enhancement

Net Impact to
Functions over Next
20 years

Additional
vegetation
maintenance and
enhancements
likely to support
bird sanctuary
and fish habitat
enhancement
(shade).

No developments
planned. Result is no
net loss of shoreline
ecological functions;
Possible gains in
habitat functions.

Conserve and
enhance existing
native riparian
functions.

Vegetation restoration
should balance
degradation from
increased marina use
and reduced informal
boat launch access
will result in no net
loss.

Encourage
restoration
opportunities and
shoreline
modifications that
would reduce
siltation in the
marina so that
dredging frequency
can be reduced.
Remove current,
informal shoreline
access road west of
marina.

Riparian habitat
restoration/tree
planting
associated with
mitigation for
marina
improvements

Recommended
Actions
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Water

Snake
River

Environmental
Designation

Urban
Conservancy

Existing Conditions/
Functions Provided/
Ecological Rating

Expected Growth/
Impacts

Asotin’s water
treatment facility, a
historic property, and
undeveloped open
land (vacated
residential
properties)/

Up to approximately
eight new
residences possible
if federal lands are
deeded back to the
City/

Native riparian habitat
for terrestrial/aquatic
wildlife, shade; bank
stabilization; native
biodiversity; woody
material provision,
flood protection,
infiltration/

Soil, water, and
vegetation
disturbance from
increased
pedestrian traffic,
increased light,
noise, pets, and
stormwater.

Effect of SMP &
Other Regulations

Emphasizes
development at outer
edge of SMP zone,
away from inner
sensitive riparian
area. Requires
mitigation for
disturbance within
NCA (80-foot setback
from river).

Expected
Ecological
Enhancement

Net Impact to
Functions over Next
20 years

None.

Incremental new
residential
development will
result in minor loss
due to increased
stormwater, habitat
alteration, and
disturbance.

Encourage native
shoreline
landscaping and
include standards
to conserve all
trees, including
those outside of
NCA but within
SMP. Encourage
low-impact
development and
light/noise
screening for new
development. Limit
number of new
docks.

Open buffer area
managed by
Corps. Riparian
enhancements
possible.

This area is currently
developed where
allowed. Docks are
unlikely because of
Corps ownership. Due
to lack of potential for
new land alterations,
it is assumed that
there will be no loss.

Work with Corps to
enhance riparian
areas while
maintaining
limited view
corridors.

Ecological Rating: Fair.

Snake
River

Single-family
residential homes,
medium density, on
terrace above river set
back at least 100 feet/
Residential

Habitat for terrestrial
wildlife, bank
stabilization, shade/

Small amount of
redevelopment
expected/No
anticipated impacts
to ecological
functions.

Places majority of
riparian vegetation in
NCA where it is
protected from most
forms of alteration,
provides public
access.

Ecological Rating:
Fair-Good.
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Water

Environmental
Designation

Existing Conditions/
Functions Provided/
Ecological Rating
Residential and park
lands with narrow
native riparian forest
or shrub areas behind
or on levees/

Asotin
Creek

Urban
Conservancy

Habitat for terrestrial
wildlife, shade; bank
stabilization; native
biodiversity; woody
material provision,
base flow support/

Expected Growth/
Impacts

Expected minor
increase in
development as
population
increases/
Current levee rating
will likely result in
removal of riparian
vegetation.

Ecological Rating:
Fair-Good.

Waters below
ordinary high water
line/

All

Aquatic

Aquatic habitat for
native fish,
amphibians, benthic
invertebrates; support
for sensitive aquatic
species; aquifer
recharge; transport of
materials/

Expected increase in
boat traffic on Snake
River. Some minor
dredging and
shoreline
modifications likely
associated with
marina
maintenance.

Effect of SMP &
Other Regulations

Expected
Ecological
Enhancement

Net Impact to
Functions over Next
20 years

Recommended
Actions

Emphasizes
development at outer
edge of SMP zone,
away from inner
sensitive riparian
area. Encourages
“soft” shoreline
stabilization
techniques. Requires
mitigation for
disturbance within
NCA (80-foot setback
from creek).

Any development
in NCA will trigger
need for
restoration
plantings.

Vegetation removals
along levees will
result in minor loss.

Continue to
participate in the
regional levee
roundtables and
seek updates from
the USACE on
alternate levee
maintenance
strategies that
would decrease the
amount of
vegetation that
needs to be
removed around
the levees for
continued flood
certification.

SMP and state/federal
water regulations
highly restrict
development in
waters.

Septic
improvements
and restoration
activities
upstream on
Asotin Creek
anticipated to
improve aquatic
habitat and cold
water refuge.

Ongoing restoration in
Asotin Creek
anticipated to result in
minor improvement
to water
quality/habitat
functions.

Design docks to
allow light through
decks, post signs to
limit boats in
Asotin Creek
during peak
steelhead
migration/
spawning periods.

Ecological Condition:
Fair-Good.
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5.2

Findings Regarding No Net Loss of Ecological Functions

The current draft shoreline regulations require building setbacks; regulate uses likely to have a
detrimental impact on ecological functions; establish standards for achieving proper mitigation of
impacts to NCAs, critical areas, and associated buffers; and encourage restoration activities. In
combination with other state and federal regulatory actions and volunteer habitat restoration
efforts, net shoreline ecological functions will be protected throughout the future planning period
(20 years). However, due to the potential for increased shoreline park and residential development
and associated land use pressure, the following changes to the existing SMP are recommended to
ensure no net loss:


In the current draft SMP, vegetation protection is generally focused on the NCAs, which is
appropriate given that these areas have been identified as the most sensitive shoreline
areas. However, native trees within the shoreline jurisdiction, but outside of the NCAs, also
offer important habitat attributes, including shade, roosting habitat, nesting habitat,
support for benthic invertebrates, and organic inputs within the shoreline ecosystem. It is
recommended that additional tree protections be clearly included for all portions of the
shoreline zone.



Currently the requirement for demonstrated mitigation sequencing is limited to critical
areas. To achieve no net loss of shoreline ecological functions, applications for proposed
shoreline modifications or developments should demonstrate that applicants first sought
opportunities to avoid impacts to sensitive shoreline areas, particularly in NCAs, and that
efforts to minimize impacts have also been considered.



The SMP proposes to adopt a CAO from 2007. It is recommended that the reference
wetland rating system be updated to the 2014 Wetland Rating System for Eastern
Washington (Publication #14-06-030).



In the event that the Corps returns shoreline ownership to the City, additional shoreline
habitat and recreation impact standards may help reduce the cumulative impacts associated
with future incremental development. For example, fencing, lighting, and landscaping
standards associated with new residential development could reduce the impact on
adjacent, inner-shoreline habitats and recreational uses.



The SMP should state that future capital improvement projects undertaken by the City in
shoreline zones (e.g., bridge repair or marina improvements) must include funding for
shoreline enhancements, including vegetation improvements or in-water habitat
enhancements (on‐site or off‐site).
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